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New LongRange 

version 
 

Runtime Version 15 now available with lots of new features! 
 

 
 
 

The new features are: 

  

1 Local Data storage 

2 Local Forms and Web Views 

3 Copy to the Clipboard 

4 Printing from the Device 

5 iOS7 look 

6 3000 images 

7 New numeric editing rules 

8 Linea Pro 5 support – including magnetic stripe reading 

9 New iOS camera bar code scanner 

10 New Webview options for back key handling 

11 Lrext URL format for Android web views 

12 Launch PDF reader from Android web view 

13 New web view events 

14 Multiple map pins 

15 Autostart property for barcodes on Android 

16 Camera flash support on Android 

17 Pick from Gallery photo option on Android 

18 Specify properties common to all rows of a Table element once 

19 Upgrading to RV15 

 

All new features will be explained on the following pages. 
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1. Local Data storage 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  
The ability to store data locally (on the client device) is a foundation for building offline 

applications.  
 
Using local data may also improve performance and user experience in online 

applications.  
 

Understanding the new local data features is vital if you want to create applications that 
can display, edit and collect new data or images when the user’s device is not connected 

to the internet. 
 
 

 

2. Local Forms and Web Views  
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  

The ability to define local form and webviews is another foundation for building offline 
applications. Local forms may also exhibit better performance and user experience that 
online applications do.  

 
Understanding the new local form and web view features is vital if you want to create 

applications that can display, edit and collect new data or images when the user’s device 
is, or is not, connected to the internet.  
 

These new local data and form features are a big topic. 
Please contact you LongRange vendor for more detailed information. 

 
Also look in the new LongRangeOfflineDemo (RPG developers) and LANSAOfflineDemo 
(LANSA developers) shipped schemas for examples and tutorials.  

 
You can get the accompanying tutorial steps and notes from your LongRange vendor - 

or by requesting them through the LongRange support forum 
http://longrange.lansa.com.au/. 
 

 
 

3. Copy to the clipboard 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  
 

The new run operation CopyToClipBoard allows you to programmatically copy selected 
and formatted data onto the user’s clipboard.  
 

Look in the new LongRangeDemo (RPG) and LANSADemo (LANSA) shipped schemas for 
examples. 
 

 
  
  

http://longrange.lansa.com.au/
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4. Printing from the Device 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  
 
The new run operation Print allow you you to programmatically print text, HTML and 

images from your server side programs. On iOS AirPrint is supported 
(http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4356).  

On Android many types of printer support are now possible using apsp supplied by the 
printer manufacturer or one of the generic clud based printer services.  

 
Look in the new LongRangeDemo (RPG) and LANSADemo (LANSA) shipped schemas for 
examples.  
 

 
 

 

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4356
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5. iOS7 look 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for iPods, iPads and iPhones.  
LongRange on iPods, iPads and iPhones now presents with the new iOS7 flat look. 

 
 

6. 3000 images 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  
LongRange now ships with around 3000 icons and images in an array of sizes and 
styles.  

 
You are free to use these images in LongRange applications: 

 
 
 

7. New numeric editing rules 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  

 
Text boxes and labels now ship with new properties that allow tighter control of numeric 

display and input rules (e.g.: maximum decimals, maximum digits, type of decimal sign, 
etc).  
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8. Linea Pro 5 support – including magnetic stripe reading 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all iPods and iPhones.  
 

LongRange’s support for the Linea Pro 4 bar code reader has been extended to the new 
Linea Pro 5 bar code reader and magnetic card reader. 
 

See http://ipcprint.com/ios-peripherals/linea-pro-5.html. 
 

 
 

 

9. New iOS camera bar code scanner 
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for iPods, iPads and iPhones. 
 

The camera bar code scanner for iPods, iPads and iPhones has been upgraded to use 
ZBar. 
 

 

10. New Webview options for back key handling 
Applies to LANSA, RPG and JavaScript Webview development for Android devices.  

Refer to the new ConsumeSysyBackButton property of the WebView element. 
 

  

http://ipcprint.com/ios-peripherals/linea-pro-5.html
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11. Lrext URL format for Android web views  
Applies to JavaScript WebView development for Android devices.  
 

By default a web page launched via window.open() or a hyperlink will open in the same 
WebView.  
 

You can cause the page to open in a real browser window by prefixing the URL with lrex. 
For example:  

<a href="lrexthttp://www.lansa.com">Using a hyperlink</a> 
<button onclick="window.open('lrexthttp://www.lansa.com')"> 

 
 

12. Launch PDF reader from Android web view  
Applies to LANSA, RPG and JavaScript Webview development for Android devices.  
PDF documents may now be now opened in an installed PDF reader on Android.  

 
 

13. New web view events  
Applies to JavaScript WebView development for all device types.  

The events are onGoBack, onGoForward and onRefresh.  
Note: If you have Programming LongRange with JavaScript please ask your LongRange 

vendor for the latest version.  
 
 

14. Multiple map pins  
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for all device types.  
You can now position and label multiple location pins on a map.  

Look in the new LongRangeDemo (RPG) and LANSADemo (LANSA) shipped schemas for 
examples. 
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15. Autostart property for barcodes on Android  
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for Android devices.  
The autostart property now works on Android devices.  

 
 
 

16. Camera flash support on Android  
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for Android devices.  
The user may now manually turn on/off the flash on the camera  

 
 

 

17. Pick from Gallery photo option on Android  
Applies to LANSA and RPG development for Android devices.  
You can now source an image from the device’s camera of from its gallery.  

 
 

 

18. Specify properties common to all rows of a Table 

element once.  
Applies to LANSA development for all device types.  

 
If you have a table on your form where the same properties are specified for every row, 
you can now specify them just once, using the new parameters TableName and 

TableCol.  
 

For example, if the same dropdown was to appear on every row of a table, you could 
add the dropdown once, using:  
#COM_OWNER.Set_Dropdown Tablename('Table1') Tablecol_N(5) 

Onvaluechange(VALUECHANGE)  
#COM_OWNER.Set_Dropdown Tablename('Table1') Tablecol_N(5) Item_N(1) 

Item_Text('A') Item_Value(A)  
#COM_OWNER.Set_Dropdown Tablename('Table1') Tablecol_N(5) Item_N(2) 
Item_Text('B') Item_Value(B)  

#COM_OWNER.Set_Dropdown Tablename('Table1') Tablecol_N(5) Item_N(3) 
Item_Text('C') Item_Value(C)  

 
 
See Reusable Part LREX0004 for details! 
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19. Upgrading to RV15 
 

Component Download Upgrade Material from 

 
Android Devices 

 
 

 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lansa.longrange 
 

 
iPad, iPhone and iPad 

Devices 

 
 

 
https://itunes.apple.com/app/longrange/id508286590?mt=8 
  

 

 
LongRange Studio 

 
 

 

RPG: 
http://www.longrangemobile.com/upgrade.htm  
 
LANSA:  http://www.lansa.com/products/longrange/downloadstudio.htm 
 
  
 

 

 
Server Package 

RPG 
 

 
http://www.longrangemobile.com/upgrade.htm 

 

Use the   
option to download.  
Open the zip file and follow the installation instructions.  

 

 
Server Package 

LANSA 
 

 
http://www.lansa.com.au/products/longrange/download.htm 
 

Use the   option to download.  
 
Upgrade by following Installing the LongRange LANSA Feature at  
http://www.longrangemobile.com/docs/lansa/LR%20LANSA%20Getting%20Started/ 
  
 
  

 

 
 

If you have any issues use your regional support http://www.longrangemobile.com/support.htm 

or ask on the user forum http://longrange.lansa.com.au/. 

 

  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lansa.longrange
https://itunes.apple.com/app/longrange/id508286590?mt=8
http://www.longrangemobile.com/upgrade.htm
http://www.lansa.com/products/longrange/downloadstudio.htm
http://www.longrangemobile.com/upgrade.htm
http://www.lansa.com.au/products/longrange/download.htm
http://www.longrangemobile.com/docs/lansa/LR%20LANSA%20Getting%20Started/
http://www.longrangemobile.com/support.htm
http://longrange.lansa.com.au/
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Changed behaviour for text output files in 
MapForce 2013 Release 2 on IBM i servers 
 

MapForce 2013 Release 2 (2013R2) introduced new “User defined end-of-line settings 
for output files.” This is set via the Mapping Settings dialogue from the File menu. 

 

 
 
Unfortunately, they appear to have implemented it in such a way that backward 

compatibility is not preserved for existing maps running on IBM I servers in LANSA 
Composer, if or when they are re-prepared. 
 

The previous behaviour put a CR-LF at the end of each text/CSV file line. If no change is 
made to Mapping Settings, I believe this behaviour will continue on Windows servers 

because CR-LF IS the “Platform default” on Windows. In other words, I believe maps 
running on Windows servers will be unaffected. However, on IBM I servers, the 
“Platform default” is now just the LF. If no change is made to the map, this changed 

behaviour will commence when the map is re-prepared. 
 

Solution 
The workaround (if the user is aware of the issue) is to use the Mapping Settings 
dialogue to change the setting before re-preparing the map. 
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Using Kerberos (Windows authentication) 
with more than one server 
 
Specific configuration is required when setting up a server to use Kerberos (also known 

as Windows authentication), which connects to another server for the database or a 
shared drive (multi-hop). Basically, Server B (the server hosting the database/shared 

drive) must list Server A (the server where LANSA is installed and the LANSA listener is 
running), with either of the following trust settings: 

1. Trust whole computer to *any* services 

2. Trust a specific domain user to *any* services – This requires setting up listener 
properly to run as a specific user (see below).  

 
A basic overview of how to implement these is listed below: 
 

 

1. Trust whole computer to *any* services 
 

The following screenshot shows how to assign this setting (on Server B): 
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2. Trust a specific domain user to *any* services 
 
The following screenshot shows how to assign this right (on Server B):  

 
 

 
To run the LANSA listener with a specific domain user (non administrative account), the 

following setup is required: 
 

1. The following rights must be granted to the domain user for the computer where 

the listener is running.  
a) Act as part of the operating system 

b) Create a token object 
c) Impersonate a client after authentication 
d) Log on as a service 

e) Replace a process level token 
 

Run "Local Security Policy" on the computer where the listener is running to grant 
rights. 
 

Note that the extended privileges are limited only to the computer where the listener is 
running and so the domain user is still unprivileged on other computers. 
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2. Currently WINDTM must be disabled. 
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With these changes, we can then change the listener to run as the specific domain user 
in Services Manager. 

 
 

 
Once these setup steps have been completed, you should use the lcoecho utility in the 
connect folder to confirm connection: 
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Additional features for Table 
Layout in V13 SP1 
 
Version 13 introduced Table Layout which represents a new approach to control 

positioning and resizing. V13 Sp1 builds on this base, providing additional features for 
Table Layout and specific support in the IDE that not only significantly simplifies form 

and reusable part design, but effectively supersedes all other layout types for all but a 
few very highly specialized cases. 

 

Typical Layout Problems 
The form below is a relatively common type of dialog design. The fields on the right 
show a more detailed view of the item selected in the list on the left. Toolbar buttons 
provide commands to modify the selected items in some way, and the buttons in the 

footer allow for changes to be committed or cancelled. 

 
Figure 1 
 

The form has an attachment layout. The toolbar is attached to the top and the footer 
area is attached to the bottom. The body panel is attached to the centre. The top and 

bottom areas will adjust their width as the form resizes and the centre will resize to 
occupy the remaining space. 
 

The body panel has a vertical split layout so that the list can be resized. As a result, a 
further Fields panel is required to subdivide the body. The fields themselves need no 

layout as they are static, and similarly the toolbar does not need to layout the buttons 
as they too have no need to move. However, the buttons on the footer must move left 

and right as the form changes size, so this requires a flow layout. 
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Whilst this is not the most complex of layouts, we can already see how layers of panels 
need to be created to get the desired result. This is necessary because the behaviour of 

each of the Layout Managers is very specific, and as any given composite control can 
only have one Layout Manager assigned, it is impossible to mix and match. Thus, we 
create areas of the screen by adding panels and then make each panel lay out its child 

controls as required. 
 

For the most part, this approach to laying out a screen works quite well, but it begins to 
run into issues as screen designs become more complex. In particular, if we need to 
have two controls occupy some or all, of the same region of the screen, or we need 

different layout behaviours in the same screen region, we need to add yet more layers 
of panels and subdivide the UI further to get the result we want. Not only is this 

complex to create in the first place, but any change to the user interface at a later date 
is inherently complicated. 

 
A further and far more subtle issue that this use of panels presents can be found when 
using the new User Designed Controls. These create many instances of design reusable 

parts. Panels support scrolling and are quite complex things in themselves, so while 
creating one panel on a form is of no real concern, creating several thousand in a UDC 

most certainly is.  
 
 

How Does Table Layout Work? 
Table Layout divides the space in to horizontal and vertical divisions i.e. rows, columns 
and dividers. These can be a fixed pixel width/height or a proportion of the remaining 

space once all fixed divisions have been evaluated. Unlike other Layouts, Table does not 
have predefined behaviour for the controls that it manages: its purpose is simply to 
define a grid or set of coordinates by which controls can be positioned. 

 
Instead, each control has a Layout Item that determines its behaviour. This is created 

when the control is dropped on the designer, or simply by starting to specify layout 
features for the control. Each item has a row and column, a row span and a column 
span. This defines an imaginary rectangle in which the control is positioned. The Sizing, 

Alignment, MarginXxx, and Flow properties then locate the control within the rectangle. 
 

The Alignment property locates the control in one of 9 possible positions, TopLeft, 
Center, BottomRight etc. As Table Layout allows controls to occupy the same space, 
multiple controls with the same alignment will be shown on top of one another unless a 

Flow is specified. 
 

Sizing determines how big the control is. Controls can fit to width, height, both or 
simply appear as designed. If a row or column resizes, the control will resize too. 
 

Flow can be used to force controls to appear in sequence. This overrides Table’s natural 
behaviour of putting controls in the same space. Instead, it forces them to go to the 

Left, Right, Top or Bottom of controls in the same cell, but only those with the same 
Alignment and Flow. This allows different groups of controls with different flows to 

occupy the same cell. It is also quite possible that a control will appear outside of its 
specified row and column due to Flow behaviour, but it will still size and align as though 
it was in the cell. 
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Each of these properties is independent of the other, and each control is independent of 
the other controls, flow notwithstanding. This independence is perhaps the most 

important concept with Table Layout. Controls lay out and resize independently of each 
other. This means that should you change the row and column span of a control to 
make it wider, the remaining controls will not be affected. 
 
 

Adding a Table Layout 
Adding a Table Layout couldn’t be easier. The New Layout button on the ribbon puts 
Table front and centre. Move the mouse over the grid displayed and choose the size 

required. Vertical and horizontal Dividers can be then be added afterwards, and all can 
be maintained on the ribbon. Controls can then be dropped onto the designer as normal. 

 
Figure 2 
 

 

Designing a Layout 
Table layouts and the IDE have been designed to greatly simplify the design process. 
There is no longer a need to divide the UI in to areas with panels as the Table does that 

already, and each control when added defines its own layout behaviour. This means that 
drag and drop from the Controls View, Repository Browser, or around the design can be 

a lot more effective. 
 
For example, the Designer makes a couple of assumptions. The first is that composite 

controls like panel, lists, and user designed controls are more likely to resize as the form 
resizes, while other controls such as labels, spin edits, check boxes and other user input 

devices are more likely to remain the same size. 
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The second is that some controls naturally need to spread out neatly. For example, a 
toolbar will show several buttons. When a toolbar button is added to the layout, it will 

default to Flow(Left) so that the buttons line up correctly. Similarly, when fields are 
dropped on a Table they are aligned TopLeft with Flow(Down), ensuring that they stack 
neatly down the page. As normal, the DisplayPosition property determines the order in 

which the controls are placed. 
 

It also means that when controls are moved from one cell to another, they take their 
behaviour with them and simply apply it to the bounds defined by the new cell. If that 
happens to coincide with other controls, they won’t be affected. This is a common issue 

with older layouts, in particular Attachment which often causes other controls to resize 
inadvertently. 

 

Using the Designer 
The defaults applied to certain controls are just that, defaults. Once added to the design 
all of the properties can be modified as required. However, unlike the older layout 

managers, Table Layout has been fully integrated in to the ribbon and the designer. This 
means that Layout features can be accessed directly from the ribbon without needing to 

go to a separate dialog or view. Further to this, the designer allows for simple resizing 
and repositioning of controls, as well as resizing of divisions and the addition of dividers. 
 

 
Figure 3 
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In figure 3, the toolbar buttons have actually been parented to the form and are aligned 
CenterLeft with a flow of left. This isn’t strictly necessary, but the table is there so we 

might as well let it organize the controls for us. The Panel has been added afterwards 
and has a Sizing of FitBoth and a column span of 3 (the divider counts as a column), set 
by simply dragging the panel wider. It has a DisplayPosition greater than the toolbar 

buttons, so it goes behind them gives the appearance of being their parent. The panel is 
really only necessary so that we can apply a different style to that area so that it looks 

like a toolbar. 
 
A column divider has also been added. Dividers are automatically added between the 

first two available divisions, and by default they occupy the space available and will 
always be on top. However, they can be adjusted to start and end on whichever division 

is required. Here the divider starts on row 2 so that it doesn’t overlap the toolbar. 
 

 
Figure 4 
 
In figure 4, the Listview has just been dropped on the design at Row2 Column 1. By 

default its Sizing has been set to FitBoth and it has therefore resized to fill the cell. 
However, by dragging the bottom corner over the row below, the layout of the list will 
be updated and it will immediately occupy rows 2 and 3. Similarly, if the Listview is 

dragged from one cell to another, the Listview’s row and column will be updated and it 
will move to the new location. 
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Figure 5 
 
Figure 5 shows the result of dropping several fields on the form, in this case at column 3 
row 2. The designer sets their Alignment to TopLeft and Flow(Down) and they 

immediately position themselves correctly in the cell on which they were dropped. As 
they all remain selected after a drop, it is a simple task to separate the fields by 

changing the margins, and the form is almost complete. 
 
In the initial form (figure 1) these fields had no layout because it wasn’t required and 

going to the effort of creating the layout would have been a waste. But with Table, the 
layout is already there so we get to reap the benefit of being able to use it to organize 

the fields. 
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Figure 6 
 
Buttons automatically flow left when added and have an Alignment of TopLeft. In this 
case they were dropped on row 3 column 3. Their alignment was changed to bottom 

right, flow to left, and margins were added to move them away from the edge. 
 

 

Conclusion 
Consider now what would be required to add a help toolbar button to the right of the 
toolbar if we were still using the old layouts. We’d need to give the toolbar an 

attachment layout, attach a panel to the right and then add the button. With Table we 
simply add the button, positioning it at row 1 column 2 and set its alignment as 

CenterRight. 
 

Organizing the UI with a Table Layout is far quicker, far simpler, far less intrusive, and 
far less error prone, and not only that, it allows us to create components that have a 
much lighter footprint. 

 
Table layout is available for DirectX and Win32. 
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Second patch in a version does 
not deliver expected objects in 
V13 using MSI deployment 
 
An issue has been found with the WIX MSI building process which can cause the second 

patch (.msp) in a deployed version (msi) not to deliver the objects that it is expected to. 
No errors are given during the build or installation process, however the patched objects 
are not copied to the target environment. 

 
 

Workaround 
The patch installation (initial patch and 2nd and subsequent patches) works without 
problems if Visual Studio Professional 2010 is installed on the Deployment Build PC, or if 
it has been installed in the past and subsequently uninstalled. 

 
This means it is possible to work around this issue by installing an evaluation version of 

Visual Studio Professional 2010 and uninstalling it before the evaluation period expires. 
Visual Studio 2010 can be downloaded for evaluation from the Microsoft web site or 

various other download sites. 
 
 

Status 
Our investigations point this to be an unlisted Microsoft quirk/requirement, which is 
unlikely to be lifted; therefore LANSA's position is that Visual Studio Professional 2010 is 

required to be installed at least once on the Deployment build server, if more than one 
patch is to be released per version release of your application. 
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Colour Compile icon VL IDE 
 

You may have noticed that the Local DLL State icon in Visual LANSA V13 SP1 can be 
visualised in more than one colour. This is an intentional change and is quite interesting. 

 
The colour represents the location of the DLL in the LANSA environment. 
 

 
  
 

 
Green - Compiled DLL found in the data folder 

Yellow - Compiled DLL found in the partition execute folder  
Red  - Compiled DLL found at system level 
Purple - Compiled DLL found in the module folder 
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NColumns are left justified in Visual 
LANSA Framework if Render Type M 

is used 
 
NColumns in an instance list can be left justified when a Visual LANSA Framework 

application is executed with Render Type 'M'. 
 

Render Type 'M' is a value of the Visual LANSA x_run property 'RNDR' eg. RNDR=M 
 
When this value is used the Visual LANSA or the Visual LANSA Framework application 

will use the Win32 rendering engine which also supports the use of DirectX on specific 
components. 

 
Render Type 'W' is another  value of the Visual LANSA x_run property. If this Render 
Type value is used the application will use the Win32 rendering engine with no DirectX 

rendering possible. 
 

 

Solution 
One circumvention is to use Render Type 'W'. 

 
This will be fixed in the next EPC for Visual LANSA. 
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DirectX – 
Understanding Styles 
 
 

Application user interfaces have changed greatly in recent years, and the revolution is 
showing no sign of slowing.  Web page designs, mobile phone apps., large monitors, 

and the continued rise of the touch screen all mean that we need to rethink how we 
make functionality available to the user and how an application should appear.  
Transparency, rounded corners, gradient brushes and flatter designs are now the norm, 

meaning that 3D borders and preformatted controls like push button and group box 
have given way to simple images and labels. 

 

 
 

 

Visual Styles and Styles 
Historically, Visual Styles and latterly Themes provided a simple, if somewhat 
restrictive, approach to application styling.  The runtime played games with a gray 

background to ensure that themes and other features worked well together and for the 
most part, applications looked fine.  However, anything outside of a typical set of 
requirements made it difficult to get the right appearance.   

As part of the adoption of the DirectX rendering engine in version 13, and in particular 
the introduction of gradient colours and transparency, it was necessary to take another 

look at how Visual LANSA managed application appearance.  The old Visual Style and 
Theme rules could no longer be applied, and a new type of style became necessary. 
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Defining Styles 
Styles can be defined as simple static features of a Visual Style and can be thought of as 
much the same as cascading style sheet, with multiple styles defined in one place.  

 
This example shows a few basic styles. 

 
Begin_Com Role(*Extends #Prim_Vs) 

 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_vs.Style) Name(#ApplicationStyle) Textcolor(40:40:40) 

 

Define_Com Class(#prim_vs.Style) Name(#Edit) Cornerbottomleft(3) Cornerbottomright(3) Cornertopleft(3) 

Cornertopright(3) 

 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_vs.Style) Name(#Heading1) Bold(True) Fontsize(16) Textcolor(48:48:48) 

 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_vs.Style) Name(#Heading2) Fontsize(14) Textcolor(48:48:48) 

 

Define_Com Class(#prim_vs.style) Name(#Emphasis) Bold(True) Textcolor(48:48:48) 

 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_vs.Style) Name(#Error) Textcolor(189:0:0) 

 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_vs.Style) Name(#Warning) Textcolor(1:156:0) 

 

* Linear Horizontal Background White to Grey, Top to Bottom 

Define_Com Class(#PRIM_VS.Style) Name(#Background) Backgroundbrush(#BackgroundBrush) 

Define_Com Class(#PRIM_VS.LinearBrush) Name(#BackgroundBrush) Colors(#BackgroundColors) 

Define_Com Class(#PRIM_VS.BrushColors) Name(#BackgroundColors) 

Define_Com Class(#PRIM_VS.BrushColor) Name(#BackgroundColor1) Color(255:255:255) 

Parent(#BackgroundColors) 

Define_Com Class(#PRIM_VS.BrushColor) Name(#BackgroundColor2) At(100) Color(181:181:181) 

Parent(#BackgroundColors) 

 

End_Com 

 

 

Unlike Visual Styles, which simply replaced the incumbent settings with their own, 
Styles have a very light touch, only affecting the features specifically referenced in their 
definition. 

Styles are made up of background and foreground features.  Only the foreground 
features, TextColor, Font and ForegroundBrush are adopted by child controls.  The 

reason for this is that it is most unlikely that borders and a background brush applied to 
a panel would be required on each and every child control.  Instead, panels and labels 
are transparent by default, allowing a base background to be visible.  Of course, should 

you want the background and border to repeat on each control, you can still explicitly 
apply the Style. 

 
 

Using Styles 
 

Style and Styles Properties 
All controls have Style and Styles properties.  The simplest application of a style is as 

below. 

 
Define_Com Class(#Prim_labl) name(#Heading) Caption(‘Details’) Style(#MyStyles<Heading1>) 

 

Previously, all of the combinations of styles that were required needed to be created 

individually.  However, it is now possible to assign multiple styles to a single control at 
runtime by using the Styles property. 
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In this example, a label already has a style, but as a value changes, an “error” style is 
added or removed as required. 

 
Define_Com Class(#Prim_labl) name(#ValueCaption) Caption(‘Details’) Style(#MyStyles<Emphasis>) 

 

Evtroutine Handling(#Value.Changed) 

 

If (#Value > #AllowedLimit) 

 

#ValueCaption.Styles.Add(#MyStyles<Error>) 

 

Else 

 

#ValueCaption.Styles.Remove(#MyStyles<Error>) 

 

Endif 

 

Endroutine 

 

 
Styles can also be applied at a global level, for example, when the application first 

starts.  This will be adopted by all forms and reusable parts.  This same concept also 
applies to individual controls.  Below, the application is given a style, and an additional 
style is applied to all edit boxes to ensure that they all have rounded corners when first 

created. 

 
Evtroutine Handling(#Com_owner.CreateInstance) 

 

#sys_appln.Style <= #MyStyles<ApplicationStyle> 

 

#sys_appln.Appearance.Edit <= #MyStyles<Edit> 

 

Endroutine 

 

MouseOverStyle and MouseOverStyles Properties 
Modern applications often change the appearance of controls as the mouse enters.  To 
simplify this process, all controls have a further pair of properties – MouseOverStyle and 

MouseOverStyles. 
As before with Style and Styles, the control can be defined as having an individual 
MouseOverStyle, or multiple MouseOverStyles can be applied at runtime. 

 
Define_Com Class(#Prim_labl) name(#ValueCaption) Caption(‘Details’) 

MouseOverStyle(#MyStyles<Emphasis>) 

 

 

The VL runtime will automatically add the style when the mouse enters the control and 
will remove it again as soon as the mouse leaves.  This saves the need for the user to 

clutter the code with multiple MouseEnter and MouseLeave routines just to apply a 
simple style. 
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PrivateStyle and PrivateStyles Properties 
Composite controls, such as tab folder and group box often need their own style for 

their captions, but don’t want to pass that style to their child controls.  To facilitate this, 
composite controls can have their own private styles.  These are styles that are applied 

to the visible features of the control, typically text, but will not be adopted by the child 
controls. 
 

 

Runtime Styles 
For most scenarios, predefined styles stored in the repository will cover application 
requirements.  However, there are situations where dynamic styles are required e.g. 

Font or color selection.  In these situations, Styles can be defined and instances created 
just like any other component, meaning their properties can be set at runtime. 
 

The following shows a color picker dialog when the form is clicked.  The selected color is 
applied to the style and thus to the background of the form. 

 
Function Options(*DIRECT) 

Begin_Com Role(*EXTENDS #PRIM_Form) Clientheight(284) Clientwidth(464) Height(322) Left(126) 

Style(#Style) Top(223) Width(480) 

 

Define_Com Class(#prim_vs.Style) Name(#Style) Normbackcolor(White) 

 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_appl.ICommonDialogColor) Name(#ColorPicker) Reference(*dynamic) 

 

Evtroutine Handling(#Com_owner.CreateInstance) 

 

#Com_owner.Cursor <= #sys_appln.Cursors<Hand> 

 

Endroutine 

 

Evtroutine Handling(#Com_owner.Click) 

 

Define_Com Class(#prim_boln) Name(#OK) 

 

If (#ColorPicker *Is *null) 

 

#ColorPicker <= #sys_appln.CreateColorDialog 

#ColorPicker.FullyOpen := true 

 

Endif 

 

#ColorPicker.ChosenColor := #Style.NormBackColor 

 

#OK := #ColorPicker.Show 

 

If (#OK) 

 

#Style.NormBackColor := #ColorPicker.ChosenColor 

 

Endif 

 

Endroutine 

 

End_Com 

 

 
 


